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What are your suggestions to improve the Victorian communitys understanding of mental
illness and reduce stigma and discrimination?
"Staff in hospital's emergency departments need more training in how to handle a person with a
mental health condition and a co-illness. More mental health programs that offer a minimum of 24
sessions per year, per person. Counsellors should be giving government funding to see clients who have a referral from GP ect! "
What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent mental illness and to
support people to get early treatment and support?
"We as a community need more education on invisible illness, espcally where mental illness is
involved. I don't think mental illness can be prevented but I think as a society we can find ways to
support people early with who are beginning to show signs of mental illnes. - Paid compassionate
level - Paid mental health days - Lower housing costs for those with mental health issues and coillness - Acess to affordable mental health care"
What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent suicide?
"The reality is we cannot stop a person from the act of suciude. Care Collabrate and Connect is a
great tool that talks about how practitioners should discuss suciude with patients and or clients.
This program was developed by University of South Australia and is currently going from free to
commercial. I would to see it as part of all training for anybody working in the health profession
incuiding psychologists, counsellors, psychertr Preventing suicide requires a lot more practical
support than people receive and for each person that support maybe different. There is not one
size fits all model - sadly? "
What makes it hard for people to experience good mental health and what can be done to
improve this? This may include how people find, access and experience mental health
treatment and support and how services link with each other.
"There are so many reasons why a person may not experence good mental health. It can be
genetic, it can be a nature/nurture issues. It can be because of the family of origin. It can be a
sudden unexpected change to life circumstances. These any or all factors and much more will
happen in everyone's life time - how a person copes and deals with them is key! People need
reslinance training! If employed paid leave from work. Financial support in a crisis. If a person has
experienced a life changing event eg sudden illness, death of a spouse while raising a family,
divorce, parents who's child died, anything that stops them from working it would be good to see if
all loans had as part of a policy that 6-12 months of payments are suspended, placed on hold, or
they can pay extra on there loan for an insurance payment to cover the cost in such life altering
emergencies. Services coming together does not mean lets write letters back and forth it means
let's meet in person with the person andtalk together about ways that will help."

What are the drivers behind some communities in Victoria experiencing poorer mental
health outcomes and what needs to be done to address this?
"'- not enough cost effective mental health services for Victorians, all certified practitioners should
able to claim income in private practice off the government. For this to happen a Counsellor for
example needs to be registered with Australian Counselling Association (ACA). - Farming
communities need mental health workers who can visit them on the land and take food supplies or
things people need. They also need to know it's ok to have depression but workers need to visit
the clinents not farmers go the workers Those with co-illnesses needs support workers who can
support them and the family around them. What is needed is more funding, more support
workers and more education "
What are the needs of family members and carers and what can be done better to support
them?
"Family members and careers need financial support the career pension is not enough for what
they do! They really should have a proper working wage because of the work they do. They have
given up thier own dreams for a loved ones, and they live in poverty. They are tried and often fall
victim to mental health issues themselves because of the situation. This is a nasty cycle! They
need breaks, they need workers to visit rather than trying go out out on their own. They need
better part time work options and paid leave. They need disability and mental health training to
help the support the person, including first aid - to at least a cert 4 level. Allowing them to work if
the loved passes away. Telecommunications or work at home options should not be counted as
part of your Centrelink intiltament. Grief counselling as the career gives up and loses there work,
friends, social life ect. Networking groups support options not all will go but it should be a choice.
"
What can be done to attract, retain and better support the mental health workforce,
including peer support workers?
"Remove the stigma of mental health, Increase wages More leave intitlments to prevent burn
out More government support for private parcatice. "
What are the opportunities in the Victorian community for people living with mental illness
to improve their social and economic participation, and what needs to be done to realise
these opportunities?
"A person needs to feel safe! Education is reqired across the whole of the community regarding
mental illness. Employers need incentives to hire someone with mental illness. Lots of people are
able to work but there needs to be support and trading for those employers willing to hire
someone, It depends on the symptoms of the mental illness as to how much a person wants to
engage with our society both economic and socially and those symptoms need to be respected.
Some people just can't be part of society and need the extra financial support to ensure they have
the reqiered items they need. "
Thinking about what Victorias mental health system should ideally look like, tell us what
areas and reform ideas you would like the Royal Commission to prioritise for change?
"In the situation where a person is so mentally ill that they prefer to live outside rather than indoors
it would be good to see them off the streets away from harm! In a dream world the government
would have areas these people could live safely that is patrolled by police, and security, even if
they all dressed in plan clothes. To prevent rape, harm or other injury, it would require a very

compassionate team with specialised training. It would have support workers and mental health
nurses ect onsight 24/7 Each person would be given an out door space that was there own - with
a toilet and shower built on each space & some where to store belongings. It could have a tent if
they wished, or out door setting that they could have family visit. Giving everyone an address. In
the centre there could be a kitchen where people can access hot food, where the mental health
workers and nurses are stationed. A bus that would allow tham to go out to shops ect. Where
clinets have the freedom to come and go. Giving these very ill people a vey safe place to call
home rather than a box under a bridge. I feel that rather than fixing a mental health problem we
as a society need to find ways to support people in a safe caring way. Every one needs food,
shelter, and a safe space. In some cases does a safe place or shelter mean a building or can it
mean supporting the illness by ensuring a person has safe place to go? We need to think ousde
the box. "
What can be done now to prepare for changes to Victorias mental health system and
support improvements to last?
Education of the whole Victorian community. If a system is working keep it - don't let accountants
try and save money on it Independent studies to show what works and what does not. Invest
intraing for mental health also consider giving counsellors from ACA a rebate to lower costs for
clients.
Is there anything else you would like to share with the Royal Commission?
Personally I have a co-illness that has effected my mental health and the life style of my family for
the last 17 years. I am a qualified counsellor to. In my situation there has not been a lot of
support for me or my family and it's been tough. I have accused what little support is out there and
it's helped but the things I know would have made our situation easier we're not available and still
not available to me and my family. I see this with clients at work & it's heart breaking. There is
not enough compassion or understanding in our community.

